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ProduCt PriCe 
The CNW software is licensed to Cray, Inc., at a non-disclosed price.

PatentS or PatentS Pending 
None.
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ProduCt’S Primary funCtion 

The CNW operating system leverages the existing hardware capabilities of multi-

core processors to deliver significant improvements in data access performance 

for today’s parallel computing applications. CNW provides enhanced data access 

capabilities beyond other equivalent operating systems by employing a new 

technique that targets memory bandwidth, arguably the most important area of 

performance in scientific parallel computing.

The impact of commodity multi-core processors on the general computing 

community has been extensive. One can no longer assume that an application 

will run faster on successive generations of processors unless the application has 

been parallelized to take advantage of the increasing core count. Realizing the 

ramifications of this shift, commodity processor vendors such as Intel and AMD, 

along with software vendors such as Microsoft, have invested tens of millions 

of dollars specifically to research strategies for effective utilization of multi-core 

processors.

The parallel computing community has also been adversely impacted by multi-

core processors. While the increase in computation power and density from 

multi-core processors is encouraging, the majority of scientific parallel computing 

applications depend as much on memory subsystem performance as on compute 

performance. To make the problem worse, the message-passing-based model 

upon which nearly all scalable parallel applications are based decreases the limited 

memory bandwidth available to a processor. Thus, as the core count increases, the 

rate at which data can be given to the individual cores for processing decreases.

In an effort to address this potentially severe performance limitation, several 

organizations in the high-performance computing community are beginning 

to invest heavily in redesigning and rewriting existing parallel applications 

using alternatives to the existing message-passing-based programming model 

and traditional programming languages. For an organization such as the US 

Department of Energy, which has invested nearly $4B over the last 13 years in the 

development and maintenance of message-passing-based modeling and simulation 

applications in the Advanced Simulation and Computing Program alone, the 

prospect of such an undertaking is both pressing and daunting. 
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Here’s how CNW provides an innovative, cost-effective solution: Rather than 

explore costly and complex changes to applications, CNW attacks the problem 

at the operating system level. Using the existing features of a multi-core processor 

to cut the memory bandwidth requirement of message-passing-based applications 

in half, CNW provides new capabilities that significantly increase the raw 

performance of critical message-passing operations. These improvements greatly 

help maintain the viability of existing parallel applications on quad-core processors 

and become increasingly more important on successive generations of multi-core 

processors.
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ProduCt’S ComPetitorS
In addition to CNW, the ten fastest parallel computers in the world on the Top 500 list  
(www.top500.org) run the following other operating systems:

•	Linux – open-source UNIX operating system

•	CNK – IBM lightweight kernel modeled after CNW predecessors

•	Microsoft Windows

None of these operating systems natively provides the enhanced technology for shared data 
access for message-passing-based parallel applications that CNW supplies.
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ComPariSon matrix
For message-passing-based parallel applications running on a node composed of multi-core 
processors, CNW provides the following key capabilities relative to its competitors.

CaPabiLity CnW Linux CnK WindoWS
Single-copy 
message passing

Yes No No No

In-place collective 
operations

Yes No No No

Threaded 
collective 
operations

Yes No No No

Support for one-
sided operations

Yes No No No

Preserves 
investment 
in existing 
applications

Yes No No No
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hoW ProduCt imProveS on ComPetition
CNW is superior to the competitive operating systems for the following reasons:

•	 CNW cuts the required memory bandwidth for intra-node message passing 

in half.

•	 CNW enables in-place collective operations, which significantly reduces the 

memory bandwidth requirement of important message-passing operations.

•	 CNW enables threaded reduction operations, which provides a significant 

performance optimization for a critical message-

passing operation. 

•	 CNW enables high-performance, one-sided data 

movement operations.

•	 CNW leverages the existing capabilities of a 

multi-core processor.

•	 CNW enables these features in approximately 25 

lines of operating system code.

•	 CNW helps preserve the multi-billion dollar investment made in scientific 

parallel applications.

CNW makes processes running on a multi-core processor behave as if both 

processes were running in their own independent address space and as threads 

that run within a single address space. For message-passing applications, this 

capability creates significant performance improvements for the raw data transfer 

mechanism used to communicate between processes. It also provides tremendous 

gains in performance for an important set of fundamental operations that require 

multi-process communication and coordination. CNW achieves these capability 

enhancements with only approximately 25 lines of additional operating  

system code.

For example, the following three graphs are from the Intel MPI Benchmark 

Suite running on a 2.2 GHz Quad-Core AMD Opteron processor. The plots show 

the performance of using a traditional shared memory approach that CNW’s 

competitors use versus the CNW SMARTMAP approach (SMARTMAP allows the 

application processes on a multi-core processor to directly access each others’ 

memory without the overhead of kernel involvement). The red line shows the 

CNW helps preserve the  
multi-billion dollar  
investment made in  
scientific parallel 
applications.
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improvement factor. 

So, for 64 KB messages, 

CNW is more than seven 

times faster for message-

passing interface (MPI) 

exchanges than a standard 

shared memory approach. 

The second graph is 

the threaded reduction 

operation (MPI_Reduce), 

and the last graph is a 

complete exchange (MPI_

Alltoall). An important 

consideration for this data 

is that this is only on a 

quad-core processor; we 

expect the performance to 

increase as the core count 

increases.

Ultimately, CNW 

provides the ability 

for the majority of 

existing scientific parallel 

applications to more 

effectively use multi-

core processors, thereby 

extending the lifetime 

of current applications 

and potentially avoiding 

costly application-level 

modifications.

CNW achieves these capability 
enhancements with only 
approximately 25 lines of 
additional operating  
system code.
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ProduCt’S PrinCiPaL aPPLiCationS
CNW manages the resources of the compute node of a massively parallel processing system.

other aPPLiCationS

The multi-core processor optimizations in CNW have been implemented and 

demonstrated for one family of commodity multi-core processors (X86-64), 

but a similar approach is viable on other multi-core processors, such as the POWER 

processors from IBM and the SPARC processors from Sun Microsystems. The CNW 

approach for optimizing intra-node data transfers would be straightforward to 

implement in other lightweight or embedded operating systems.
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Summary

The Catamount N-Way (CNW) lightweight kernel is an example of how a small 

innovation in operating system implementation can dramatically impact the 

capabilities of existing parallel computing applications. CNW offers significant 

performance improvements for the fundamental operations on which these 

applications rely. The investment in developing 

the multi-core enhancements for CNW pales in 

comparison to the multi-million dollar investment 

that some organizations are undertaking to maximize 

application performance on multi-core processors. 

Experimental data show significant performance 

advantages for all key low-level data sharing 

capabilities upon which nearly every existing 

scientific parallel computing application relies. When considering the continued 

increase in the core count of commodity processors, together with the 

corresponding stress placed on the memory subsystem to keep pace, the ability 

to cut the memory bandwidth requirement of parallel applications for intra-node 

data transfers in half is an exceptional achievement. Further, CNW’s ability to 

provide new capabilities that significantly increase the raw performance of several 

key group-based communication operations is an extraordinary and noteworthy 

accomplishment.

...the ability to cut the memory 
bandwidth requirement of 
parallel applications for intra-
node data transfers in half is 
an exceptional achievement.
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Appendix item A

   

Red Storm
A New Dimension in Computing Capability

Introducing Red Storm to the news media 
at Sandia National Laboratories, NNSA 
Administrator Linton Brooks said, “Some of my 
colleagues in the scientific community now say 
that scientists in the future will grow up thinking 
there is theory, there is experiment, and there is 
simulation—three ways in which we advance 
scientific knowledge.”  —February 8, 2006

All three NNSA laboratories are running 
large-scale weapon simulations for the 
stockpile on Red Storm, including calculations 
to support qualification of the W76-1.

Early science runs on Red Storm during acceptance 
testing on the machine included ocean and climate 
simulations that scaled to the maximum available 
10,368 processors.

Red Storm is 
the result of a 
partnership between 
Sandia National 
Laboratories and Cray, Inc. The SeaStar™ 
interconnect chip is key to the three-dimensional 
mesh topology that enables increased efficiency 
and scaling for engineering applications.

The 40 teraOPS Red Storm supercomputer at Sandia National Laboratories 
is critical to meeting NNSA deliverables for the Nuclear Weapons 
Stockpile. Red Storm scored the highest on two of the five 
High Performance Computing Challenge (HPCC) benchmarks.
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Red Storm 
Introducing 

What Features Make Red Storm Unique?

How Does Red Storm Excel?

The ASC computing resources offer different advan-
tages for different kind of applications. Red Storm specializes 
in MPP problems that require considerable interaction and  
coordination of the high-volume AMD processors running an 
application. 

Red Storm was constructed of commercial off-the- shelf 
parts supporting the custom IBM-manufactured SeaStar in-
terconnect chip. The interconnect chips, one of which 
accompanies each of 10,368 AMD OpteronTM compute 
node processors, make it possible for Red Storm’s proces-
sors to pass data to one another efficiently while applica-
tions are running. The interconnect is also key to the three- 

dimensional mesh that allows 3-D representations of  
complex problems. Red Storm holds a world record in  
visualization and two of the High Performance Com-
puting Challenge (HPCC) benchmarks, PTRANS and  
RandomAccess.

A flat architecture is another unique feature. A simple  
design means that information can pass more directly from 
processor to processor without having to pass through many 
levels of processors in a complex hierarchy. The Catamount 
operating software runs the application with a user-friendly 
Linux system serving as the user interface.

Red Storm excels in the three HPCC benchmarks 
that are particularly relevant to the kinds of problems 
it was designed to address: STREAM, PTRANS, and 

RandomAccess. It has the highest performance in the latter 
two when compared to the current baseline submissions for 
the HPCC benchmarks. 

Red Storm’s primary use is in U.S. nuclear stockpile work: 
designing new replacement components, virtual testing of 

components under hostile, abnormal, and normal conditions, 
and assisting in weapons engineering and weapons physics.

What Are Red Storm’s Applications?

• STREAM measures sustainable memory bandwidth. Red Storm’s higher memory bandwidth keeps 
the processors from being starved for data and makes the Central Processing Unit more efficient. 

• PTRANS is a useful measure for the total communications capacity of the internal interconnect. 
This high score means that data can flow freely between the 10,368 Red Storm processors without 
bottlenecks or congestion.

• RandomAccess indicates the performance in moving individual data elements as opposed to long 
arrays of data. Red Storm has the ability to coordinate the many interactions of various processors.

Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for the United 
States Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.

Red Storm is a massively parallel processing (MPP) super-
computer at Sandia National Laboratories/New Mexico that 
recently joined the ranks of the Advanced Simulation & Com-
puting (ASC) supercomputers monopolizing world computing 
records. Red Storm was uniquely designed by Sandia and Cray, 
Inc., to address the highly complex nuclear weapons stockpile 
computing problems that particularly characterize the simula-
tions required by an engineering laboratory such as Sandia. Red 
Storm allows modeling and simulation of complex problems in 
nuclear weapons stockpile stewardship that were only recently 
thought impractical, if not impossible. 

ASC researchers at Los Alamos and Lawrence Livermore 
are also finding it a valuable resource. 

Red Storm is partitioned to 
support classified and unclassified 
operations. Its high-performance 
Input/Output system facilitates connecting 
with external Sandia and tri-lab networks 
and storage. Red Storm is scalable from one 
cabinet to hundreds up to 10,000 processors. 
The architecture is scalable to greater than 100 teraOPS. 

Sandia’s collaboration with Cray supports commercial-
ization of the technology. This not only increases national 
competitiveness in supercomputing, but results in a wide 
user knowledge base to detect and fix errors and problems.

For more information, contact Sandia ASC communications: Reeta Garber 
(ragarbe@sandia.gov), Michael Townsend (mtowns@sandia.gov).
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Ron Brightwell and Kevin Pedretti
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{rbbrigh,ktpedre}@sandia.gov
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Washington, DC 20036
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Abstract—This paper describes SMARTMAP, an oper-
ating system technique that implements fixed offset virtual
memory addressing. SMARTMAP allows the application
processes on a multi-core processor to directly access each
other’s memory without the overhead of kernel involve-
ment. When used to implement MPI, SMARTMAP elim-
inates all extraneous memory-to-memory copies imposed
by UNIX-based shared memory strategies. In addition,
SMARTMAP can easily support operations that UNIX-
based shared memory cannot, such as direct, in-place
MPI reduction operations and one-sided get/put operations.
We have implemented SMARTMAP in the Catamount
lightweight kernel for the Cray XT and modified MPI
and Cray SHMEM libraries to use it. Micro-benchmark
performance results show that SMARTMAP allows for
significant improvements in latency, bandwidth, and small
message rate on a quad-core processor.

I. INTRODUCTION
As the core count on processors used for high-

performance computing continues to increase, the per-
formance of the underlying memory subsystem becomes
significantly more important. In order to make effective
use of the available compute power, applications will
likely have to become much more sensitive to the way in
which they access memory. Applications that are mem-
ory bandwidth bound will need to avoid any extraneous
memory-to-memory copies. For many applications, the
memory bandwidth limitation is compounded by the fact
that the most popular and effective parallel program-
ming model, MPI, mandates copying of data between
processes. MPI implementors have worked to make use
of shared memory for communication between processes

Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation,
a Lockheed Martin Company, for the United States Department of
Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-
AC04-94AL85000.

on the same node. Unfortunately, the current schemes
for using shared memory for MPI can require either
excessive memory-to-memory copies or potentially large
overheads inflicted by the operating system (OS).
In order to avoid the memory copy overhead of MPI

altogether, more and more applications are exploring
mixed-mode programming models where threads and/or
compiler directives are used on-node and MPI is used
off-node. Unfortunately, the complexity of shared mem-
ory programming using threads has hindered both the
development of applications as well as the development
of thread-safe and thread-aware MPI implementations.
The initial attractiveness of mixed-mode programming
was tempered by the additional complexity induced by
finding multi-level parallelism and by initial disappoint-
ing performance results [1], [2], [3]. Recently, however,
unpublished data on mixed-mode applications suggest
more encouraging results on multi-core processors.
In this paper, we introduce a scheme for using fixed-

offset virtual address mappings for the parallel pro-
cesses within a node to enable efficient direct access
shared memory. This scheme, called Simple Mapping
of Address Region Tables for Multi-core Aware Pro-
gramming, or SMARTMAP, achieves a significant per-
formance increase for on-node MPI communications
and eliminates all of the extraneous memory-to-memory
copies that shared memory MPI implementations incur.
SMARTMAP can also be used for more than MPI.
It maps very well to the partitioned global address
space (PGAS) programming model and can be used to
implement one-sided get/put operations, such as those
available in the Cray SHMEM model. This strategy
can also be used directly by applications to eliminate
the need for on-node memory-to-memory copying alto-

Appendix item B (excerpt)
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gether.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• an OS virtual memory mapping strategy that allows
direct access shared memory between processes on
a multi-core processor

• a description of how this strategy can be used for
on-node data movement between processes on a
multi-core processor

• a detailed analysis of the performance impacts of
using this strategy for MPI peer communication,
MPI collective communication, and Cray SHMEM
data movement operations

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section provides background on the current ap-
proaches to using shared memory for intra-node data
movement. In Section III, we describe the implemen-
tation of the SMARTMAP and its advantages over other
approaches. Section IV provides a detailed description
of the enhancements that we have made to MPI and
SHMEM implementations on the Cray XT to use it.
Section V presents performance results using several
micro-benchmarks. Relevant conclusions of this paper
are summarized in Section VI, and we close by dis-
cussing possible avenues of future work in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND
POSIX-based operating systems generally support

shared memory capability through two fundamental
mechanisms: threads and memory mapping. Unlike pro-
cesses, which allow for a single execution context inside
an address space, threads allow for multiple execution
contexts inside a single address space. When one thread
updates a memory location, all of the threads sharing the
same address space also see the update. A major draw-
back of threads is that great care must be taken to ensure
that common library routines are reentrant, meaning that
multiple threads could be executing the same piece of
code simultaneously. For non-reentrant functions, some
form of locking must be used to ensure atomic execution.
The same is true for data accessed by multiple threads
– updates must be atomic with respect to one another or
else difficult to debug race conditions will occur. Race
conditions and fundamentally non-deterministic behavior
make threads difficult to use correctly.
In memory mapping, cooperating processes request a

shared region of memory from the operating system and
then map it into their private address space, possibly at a
different virtual address in each process. Once initialized,
a process may access the shared memory region in
exactly the same way as any other memory in its private
address space. As with threads, updates to shared data
structures in this region must be atomic.

Explicit message passing is an alternative to shared
memory for intra-node data sharing. In message pass-
ing, processes pass messages carrying data between
one another. No data is shared directly, but rather is
copied between processes on an as necessary basis. This
eliminates the need for re-entrant coding practices and
careful updates of shared data, since no data is shared.
The main downside to this approach is the extra overhead
involved in copying data between processes.
In order to accelerate message passing, memory map-

ping is often used as a high-performance mechanism for
moving messages between processes [4]. Unfortunately,
such approaches to using page remapping are not suf-
ficient to support MPI semantics, and general-purpose
operating systems lack the appropriate mechanisms. The
sender must copy the message into a shared memory
region and the receiver must copy it out – a minimum
of two copies must occur. It would be ideal if messages
could be moved directly between the two processes with
a single copy. This would be possible if all processes
operated entirely out of the shared memory region, but
this would amount to the processes essentially becoming
threads, with all of their inherit problems. Furthermore,
message passing APIs such as MPI allow message
buffers to be located anywhere in an address space,
including the process’s data, heap and stack.
As of MPI 2.0, MPI applications may make use

of both threads and memory mapping, although few
MPI implementations provide full support for threads.
More commonly, MPI implementations utilize memory
mapping internally to provide efficient intra-node com-
munication. During MPI initialization, the processes on
a node elect one process to create the shared memory
region and then the elected process broadcasts the in-
formation about the region to the other processes on
the node (e.g., via a file or the sockets API). The
other processes on the node then “attach” to the shared
memory region, by requesting that the OS map it into
their respective address spaces.
Note that the approach of using shared memory for

intra-node MPI messages only works for the point-to-
point operations, collective communication operations,
and a subset of the MPI-2 remote memory access
operations. Copying mandates active participation of
the two processes involved in the transfer. Single-sided
put/get operations, such as those in the Cray SHMEM
programming interface, cannot be implemented using
POSIX shared memory.

A. Intra-Node MPI
There are several limitations in using regions of shared

memory to support intra-node MPI [5], [6], [7]. First,

2
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